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Abstract1

The emergence of COVID-19 in the United States resulted in a series of federal and2

state-level lock-downs and COVID-19 related health mandates to manage the spread3

of the virus. These policies may negatively impact the mental health state of the4

population. This study focused on the trends in mental health indicators following the5

COVID-19 pandemic amongst four United States geographical regions, and political6

party preferences. Indicators of interest included feeling anxious, feeling depressed, and7

worried about finances. Survey data from Delphi Group in Carnegie Mellon University8

were analyzed using clustering algorithms and dynamic connectome obtained from9

sliding window analysis. United States maps were generated to observe spatial trends10

and identify communities with similar mental health and COVID-19 trends. Between11

March 3rd, 2021 and January 10th, 2022, states in the south geographic region showed12

similar trends for reported values of feeling anxious and worried about finances. There13

were no identifiable communities resembling geographical regions or political party14

affiliation for the feeling depressed indicator. We observed a high degree of correlation15

among southern states as well as within republican states, where the highest correlation16

values from the dynamic connectome analysis for feeling anxious and feeling depressed17

variables seemingly overlapped with an increase in COVID-19 related cases, deaths,18

hospitalizations, and rapid spread of the COVID-19 Delta variant.19

Keywords: COVID-19, network analysis, mental health, connectome.20

1 Introduction21

Following an initial outbreak in 2019 in Wuhan, China, the novel coronavirus disease22

(COVID-19) spread rapidly across the world, resulting in nearly 4.2 million infected and23
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approximately 85 thousand dead within the first year of being identified in 2020 [33]. By24

March 22 of 2020, the World Health Organization (WHO) declared COVID-19 a global25

pandemic [8]. This declaration resulted in several countries adopting various protocols26

to collect data from local counties and municipalities to make informed decisions on27

COVID-19 policies to curb the spread of COVID-19 in their regions [13, 3]. However,28

due to limited information available on the novel disease, many countries opted to im-29

plement large-scale control measures such as lockdowns that had far-reaching impacts30

on the general population [13].31

To manage the spread of COVID-19 in the United States, the federal government and32

state governments implemented a variety of health mandates [14]. However, the federal33

government at this time opted for a hands-off approach to COVID-19 and allowed34

individual states to decide on the best ways to limit the spread of this deadly disease35

[1]. This variation in leadership led to differing outcomes in terms of the spread of36

COVID-19 [26]. These mandates to protect the public ranged from school and work37

closures to stay-at-home orders, all of which can have important effects on several38

aspects of an individual’s life. In addition, the increasing incidence of COVID-19 and39

COVID-19 related deaths likely increased individual’s pandemic related worry [12].40

These potential stressors have, and continue to impact each member of the population41

to varying degrees. Policies were enacted to enforce many decisions related to the42

pandemic and may have adverse mental health effects including feelings of anxiety43

and depression. Elevated adverse mental health conditions were reported at a higher44

disproportionate rate in the second quarter of 2020 (25.5%) compare to the last quarter45

of 2019 (8.1%). [9, 21]. Several countries, including the United States, have input46

measures to allow for reporting of psychological distress among the population via47

surveys to better tailor support and resources for their respective populations [31, 32].48

Several studies have concluded that lockdowns and other policies related to COVID-1949

can increase mental health burden, especially for vulnerable groups [2, 18, 29]. Certain50

policies related to COVID-19, such as government funds being issued to the general51

population via stimulus checks, also have the potential for positive impacts on both52

physical and mental health [11]. Vaccines also likely decreased the prevalence of mental53

health issues since their initial roll-out in late 2020 [23]. Though a potentially large54

portion of the public have displayed hesitance towards vaccination and thus may be55

experiencing similar levels of mental distress [22]. Due to the various possible mental56

health outcomes that arise from each of these scenarios, it is important to evaluate57

data in a manner that facilitates dynamic interpretation across time in a clear and58

concise way.59

For instance, Amico and Bulai [4] used network analysis to explore the interactions of60

COVID-19 among the various regions of Italy and the impact of Italy governmental61

policies in response to the spread of SARS-Cov-2. To analyze the network interaction62

between regions in Italy, they used six indicators (namely the number of hospitalized63

individuals in IC, number of hospitalized individuals with symptoms, number of indi-64

viduals in home isolation, number of new positive, number of discharged healed, and65

number of deceased individuals) to form a correlation network refer as “Covidome”.66

Their results showed that there was a distinct north-south clustering of the regions in67
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the country. Furthermore, they found distinct difference of the Covidome fluctuations68

between the first and second wave of the pandemic based on region-specific political69

choices.70

In this study, we apply network and clustering analysis to understand the connectivity71

between states and how COVID-19 impacts mental health across the United States72

using COVID-19 related mental health indicators such as feeling anxious, feeling de-73

pressed, and worried about finances. We follow the approach in Amico and Bulai [4]74

and study the covariance matrix of the mental health indicators (which we refer to as75

the “mental health functional connectome”). We then compare the results from this76

study with results from Fulk et al [10] that investigated the effect of several COVID-1977

related indicators variables on anxiety and depression in the general population using78

the same data during the same time period as this study. The rest of the paper is79

organized as follows: Section 2 gives an overview of the methods used in the analyses,80

including a description of the data; Section 3 describes the results of the study. Section81

4 presents the discussion, where we put our results into the context of policies that were82

implemented and also evaluate how our results compares to Fulk et al [10] analysis of83

this data, as well as their conclusion.84

2 Methods85

2.1 Mental health related data and policy timeline86

Mental health data87

This research is based on survey results from Carnegie Mellon University’s Delphi88

Group. The Carnegie Mellon University U.S. COVID-19 Trends and Impact Survey89

(Delphi US CTIS [24]) was distributed in partnership with Facebook in the form of a90

daily voluntary survey that Facebook users could respond to. Survey questions ranged91

from those concerning physical health, the economic impact of COVID-19, to mental92

health and behavioural prompts. Participant responses were collected, aggregated, and93

made publicly available. For this study, three indicators of interest were selected to94

represent the impact of COVID-19 on mental health. These three indicators were (i)95

the percentage of participants who experienced feelings of anxiety within the last 796

days, (ii) the percentage of participants who felt worried about their finances for the97

following month, and (iii) the percentage of participants who felt depressed within the98

last 7 days. We refer to these three indicators as feeling anxious, feeling depressed, and99

worried about finances throughout this paper. Daily confirmed COVID-19 cases and100

daily deaths from the Center for Systems Science and Engineering at Johns Hopkins101

University [6] were also included in this study. These indicators were used to assess102

whether there was any relationship between trends in cases or deaths and the trends103

in mental health indicators.104

The survey results collected can be categorized in two separate time-frames, the first105

starting from September 8th, 2020 running until March 2nd, 2021, and the second106

beginning from March 2nd, 2021 to January 10th, 2022. This separation is due to a107

change in the survey questions asked about anxiety and depression; in the first time-108
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frame, the survey asked participants whether they experienced feelings of anxiety or109

depression for the past 5 days. From March 2nd, 2021, the survey asked whether the110

participants experienced feelings of anxiety or depression for the past 7 days, resulting111

in data collected from March 2nd differing from that of earlier dates. Data analysis112

was only conducted using data collected from the second time-frame due to missing113

data points for mental health indicators from the first time-frame.114
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Figure 1: Daily COVID-19 (a) cases, (b) reported deaths, and (c) hospitalization cases across
demographic regions.

Daily COVID-19 related cases, deaths, and hospitalizations between March 2nd, 2021115

to January 10th, 2022 were plotted to identify waves in the spread of COVID-19. Three116

COVID-19 waves were identified, as can be seen in Figure 1. These waves are most117

distinguishable in Fig 1 (c), depicting daily COVID-19 related hospitalizations across118
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four geographical regions in the US. Based on these waves, we split the data into three119

periods, reflective of the start and end of each wave. The dates for each period are (a)120

April 1st, 2021 to July 1st, 2021, (b) July 2nd, 2021 to November 11th, 2021, and (c)121

November 2nd, 2021 to January 10th, 2022.122

In addition to looking at individual states, four United States geographical regions123

(midwest, northeast, south, and west) as well as political party preference (Democratic,124

Republican) were used to split the states to see if any mental health trends among125

states clustered similarly to these geographically or politically established communities.126

There is variation in how the country can be split geographically; in many cases it is127

based on the historical relationship certain regions have among one another. These128

relationships can stem from a similar religious community, cultural similarities, shared129

historical significance or similar climates in the region [20]. In this study, we referenced130

the United States Census Bureau geographic map of the country which is compromised131

of four regions: midwest, northeast, south and west [17]. The political party preference132

was determined from the results of the 2020 presidential election, senate, and overall133

state party registration percentage [30]. The regions and political party each state134

belongs to can be seen in Figure 2.135
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Figure 2: Regional and political maps of the United States. (a) A regional map where blue repre-
sents the midwest, orange represents the northeast, yellow represents the south, and purple repre-
sents the west; (b) Political map where blue represents Democratic, and red represents Republican
party preference. The abbreviations are those given in the International society for organization
standard for the United States (ISO 3166-2, website: https://www.iso.org/obp/ui/#iso:code:
3166:US)

Similar to Figure 1, the daily COVID-19 related cases, deaths, and hospitalizations136

were grouped based on each state’s political preference, and were plotted to identify137

waves in the spread of COVID-19 (see Figure 10 in Appendix A). The survey results138

on the mental health indicators were also plotted based on geographical regions (see139
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Figure (3)) as well as political preference (see Figure 11 in Appendix B).140
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Figure 3: Percentage of individuals (a) feeling anxious, (b) feeling depressed, and (c) worried about
finances across demographic regions.

COVID-19 policy timeline141

Next we list a timeline of a few policies implemented during the COVID-19 outbreak142

in the country. Some policies listed in this timeline reflect efforts implemented to143

tackle the outbreak, such as nation-wide vaccine roll out for all adults, unemployment144

benefits, and an eviction moratorium. Depending on each policy’s target population145

and topic, as well as how we hypothesized these policies would impact individuals’146

mental health, the policies were categorized as related to anxiety and depression, or147

worried about one’s finances.148
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• March 11, 2021 – Biden signs a coronavirus relief package bill including extended149

unemployment benefits and a third stimulus check2150

• April 19, 2021 – all adult Americans eligible for vaccines by 4.193151

• April 21, 2021 – Tax credit for small businesses and non-profits, covers 80h of152

leave, $511/day2153

• May 13, 2021 – CDC guidance on masking updated, no longer recommends masks154

indoors or outdoors for fully vaccinated people regardless of number of people155

gathered3156

• July 3, 2021 – CDC states more than 50% of cases are Delta variant3157

• July 31, 2021 – Moratorium on eviction expires2.158

• August 3, 2021 – CDC issues eviction moratorium specifically in areas with ‘sub-159

stantial or high’ rates of COVID transmission2160

• August 26, 2021 – Moratorium ends by Supreme Court ruling2161

• September 6, 2021 – Unemployment benefits end for many individuals 2
162

• October 20, 2021 – Biden announces plan for distributing vaccine in children 5163

– 11 if the vaccine is authorized, FDA authorizes Moderna and J&J vaccine in164

eligible populations, and allows mixing vaccine doses (can use different primary165

and booster shots)3166

• December 9, 2021 – FDA expands Pfizer-BioNTech booster eligibility to 16- and167

17-year olds3168

• December 27, 2021 – CDC shortens isolation and quarantine period 3
169

2.2 Clustering and correlation networks170

For each indicator, we obtained a Pearson’s correlation coefficient matrix, P [16]. The171

matrix entry Pi,j is obtained by calculating the Pearson’s correlation coefficient from172

state i’s and state j’s time series data, where i and j may refer to any state in the173

United States. Each Pearson’s correlation coefficient matrix was used as an adjacency174

matrix, which defines the connectivity of states (with respect to a particular indicator)175

in a network. If Pi,j ̸= 0, then states i and j are connected. Otherwise, they are176

disconnected. Moreover, Pi,j > 0 (positive connection) indicates a positive correlation,177

while Pi,j < 0 (negative connection) indicates a negative correlation; the more positive178

(or negative) Pi,j is, the stronger the positive (or negative) correlation [16].179

A cluster consists of states (or nodes) that are more similar (with respect to a particular180

indicator) to each other than to states in other clusters. Whether a given pair of states181

are grouped together depends on both how they are connected to each other and how182

they are connected to other states in the network. We utilized Traag’s implementation183

of the Leiden algorithm [25] in Python 3.9.7 from Spyder version 5.2.2 (specifically, the184

find partition and optimise partition multiplex functions from the leidenalg package185

2Policy guideline that affects finances
3Policy guideline that affects feeling anxious and depressed
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[28]). Briefly, these functions were used as follows: Each network was split into a pos-186

itive and negative sub-network. The positive sub-network contained only the positive187

connections from the original network, and the negative sub-network contained only188

the negative connections from the original network [28]. We applied the find partition189

function to both sub-networks to obtain clusters for each, and we thereafter applied190

the optimise partition multiplex function to both sets of clusters to obtain a single set191

of clusters for the original network.192

The clusters returned by Leiden’s algorithm are not unique, meaning that if Leiden’s193

algorithm is run multiple times, the clusters may not be the same. Consensus clustering194

addresses this issue by grouping states based on multiple runs of the Leiden algorithm195

[19]. Specifically, the Leiden algorithm is ran multiple times with a given network196

(hereafter referred to as the original network), and after all runs are completed, the197

frequencies at which states are grouped together are used to create a new adjacency198

matrix (and thus a new network); the Leiden algorithm is then ran with this new199

network. The resulting clusters are referred to as consensus clusters because they200

represent the “consensus” of multiple Leiden algorithm runs with the original network.201

The number of runs necessary may be assessed by tracking how the above-mentioned202

frequencies change as more runs are performed. We manually implemented consensus203

clustering in Python with 300 runs of the Leiden algorithm [28]. We verified that 300204

runs were sufficient by visually inspecting how frequencies changed with more runs.205

Once these matrices were collected, the Louvain algorithm was used in an iterative206

process called consensus clustering to determine the best community membership for207

each state pair. Consensus clustering runs the Louvain algorithm multiple times to as-208

sess which states go together (often showing similar indicator trends) most frequently209

and consistently and assigns memberships or communities to each state. These mem-210

berships were stored in consensus matrices. Each run consisted of 300 iterations, and211

a minimum of 200 extension runs were conducted. Subsample size was 90% (45 states)212

to introduce variation, and further extensions were applied following visual analysis of213

state membership stabilization using progress plots that showed the modularity score214

change with each iteration. The results from the final iteration for each indicator con-215

sensus matrix were stored, then mapped onto United States maps to visually assess the216

memberships for each variable. In addition, the final iteration results were also used217

to construct an allegiance matrix. The allegiance matrix gives “the probability for two218

regions of being in the same community across all Covid indicators” [4, 7].219

2.3 Dynamic connectome analysis220

We follow the approach by Amico and Bulai [4], and use the sliding window analysis221

to understand the link between mental health indicators, government policy and their222

relationship across geographic regions and political parties. The sliding window anal-223

ysis is a technique constructed by taking a fixed time interval to explore the different224

indicators at various times frames. This technique is commonly used in the field of225

neuroscience to examine brain network dynamics [4, 5]. In our sliding window analy-226

sis, we take a fixed window of 30 days, and slide this by 1 day to examine the network227

dynamics of our mental health indicators. Each data point is thus a correlation value228
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taken across the 30 days within a window, which can be plotted to display the dynamic229

fluctuations in the variable of interest across the time-frame used. We evaluated the230

differences between each region according to four different areas (midwest, northeast,231

south, west) and their respective political affiliation (see Figure 2).232

3 Results233

All analyses were conducted in R 2021 version, Python 3.9.7 from Spyder version 5.2.2234

and figures in MATLAB R2021b. The Delphi US CTIS data was accessible through235

the Covidcast library.236

Consensus and allegiance clustering237

Figure 4 shows the membership results of the consensus clustering for the three mental238

health indicators. The membership results are shown as distinct clusters separated239

by color on the United States maps in Figure 2 (a). Figures 4 (a) and Figure 4 (c)240

show similar trends, with no clear community distinction other than a slight South241

region clustering (darker blue). The south region clustering observed in both Figures242

4 (a) and Figure 4 (c) looks like the map of the republican party affiliation shown in243

Figure 2 (b). Figure 4 (b) shows no distinct clustering pattern, indicating that the244

communities with similar trends for the feeling depressed indicator did not cluster in245

manners reflecting geographical regions or political party affiliation shown in Figure 2.246

The membership results across the three mental health indicators were taken to con-247

struct an allegiance matrix (See Section 2.2 for detailed information). The map on248

Figure 5 (a) and the corresponding heat-map of the allegiance matrix is shown in249

Figure 5 (b). These indicate which states were most likely to be grouped together250

(and exhibit similar trends) across all three mental health indicators. The map shows251

three main clusters, of which the light blue colored states are most interesting. The252

clustering of the light blue states closely looks like the south geographic region, with253

the exception of Virginia, West Virginia, and Arkansas, which were not as frequently254

grouped together with the rest of the south. The light blue colored states also include255

California, North Carolina, and Nevada, which are non-southern states.256

Dynamic connectome257

Next, we consider the results of the dynamic connectome obtained by taking snapshots258

of the connectome in overlapping time windows of 30 days using sliding window anal-259

ysis. The dynamic connectome results include changes in both correlation values (see260

Figures 6 and 8) as well as eigenvector centrality values (see Figures 7 and 9) for the261

mental health indicators. Analyses were conducted separately for demographic regions262

and political party preference. As mentioned in Section 2.1, the survey data collected263

was split into 3 periods corresponding to the three waves seen within the time-frame264

used. Maximum and minimum correlation values within each period were recorded, as265

seen in Tables 1 and 3. The eigenvector centrality values (Tables 2 and 4) work to verify266

the results of the correlation values; these values highlight regions or parties which are267

most important, especially in times of lower correlation. To minimize confusion when268
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Figure 4: Country-wide maps grouping states with similar trends between 3/2/2021 to 1/10/2022
for (a) feeling anxious, (b) feeling depressed and (c) worried about finances indicators. The states
with light blue, blue, and dark blue are in the same cluster.
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Figure 5: Allegiance clustering for feeling anxious, feeling depressed, and worried about finances
indicators. (a) Allegiance map; (b) Allegiance Heat-map. The states with the same color (light
blue, blue, or dark blue) are in the same cluster.

referencing the dynamic connectome results of each of the three indicators, we denote269

all future references by use of the term variable rather than indicator. Changes in the270

collected survey data will be discussed in the results and discussion as indicators, while271

discussing the results of dynamic connectome on this data (such as correlation values272

and eigenvector centrality value changes) will be marked by the word variable.273

Regional dynamic connectome274

For the regional dynamic connectome results of the feeling anxious variable, both the275

lowest minimum (-0.0648) and highest maximum (0.4523) correlation values within276

the first time period were observed from the northeastern region (see Figure 6 (a) and277

Table 1). In the second period, the minimum correlation value (-0.0762) remained278

in the northeast, and the maximum correlation value (0.5753) was recorded from the279

south. The final period showed the minimum correlation value (-0.0694) in the West,280

and the maximum correlation was seen in the midwest region (0.0836).281

For the correlation values in the feeling depressed variable, the first range had both282

maximum (0.5958) and minimum (-0.0690) correlation values in the midwest region283

(see Figure 6 (b) and Table 1). The second period exhibited a similar pattern to the284

feeling anxious variable, with the northeast having the minimum correlation (-0.0867)285

and the south with the maximum correlation (0.5160). The final period continued286

with the west having the minimum correlation (-0.0633) among all four regions, and287

the northeast with the maximum correlation (0.1222). The pattern of the plot of both288

the feeling anxious and feeling depressed variable were similar, where the graph initially289

shows a sharp negative slope, but has a large peak during the second period.290
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Figure 6: Average correlation for states in Midwest, Northeast, South, and West regions between
4/3/2021 to 1/10/2022 for(a) feeling anxious, (b) feeling depressed, and (c) worried about finances
variables. The vertical blue dot-dash lines indicate the start and end of the epidemic waves observed
in Figure 1 and the horizontal dash lines indicate the width of the waves.
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The remaining variable, worried about finances in Figure 6 (c) and Table 1, exhibited291

higher maximum correlation values in the first time period, which decreased with each292

coming period. During the first period, the midwest had the minimum correlation293

value (-0.0565), and the south had the maximum correlation value (0.8694). The south294

region maintained the highest correlation values (0.4765) during the second period, and295

the minimum value (-0.1000) was in the northeast. For the third period, the northeast296

still had the lowest correlation value (-0.0688) within the four regions, and the west297

had the maximum value (0.2447).298

Regions Wave Anxious Anxious Depressed Depressed Finance Finance
Min Max Min Max Min Max

Midwest 1 -0.0171 0.4514 -0.0690 0.5958 -0.0565 0.8554

Midwest 2 -0.0317 0.4755 -0.0689 0.4213 -0.0668 0.1232

Midwest 3 -0.0426 0.0836 -0.0291 0.0614 -0.0186 0.1428

North East 1 -0.0648 0.4523 -0.0033 0.5166 -0.0524 0.6376

North East 2 -0.0762 0.4413 -0.0867 0.3642 -0.1000 0.1245

North East 3 -0.0677 0.0478 -0.0330 0.1222 -0.0688 0.2052

South 1 -0.0421 0.4498 -0.0525 0.3267 -0.0216 0.8694

South 2 -0.0365 0.5753 -0.0453 0.5160 0.0026 0.4765

South 3 -0.0382 0.0609 -0.0464 0.0583 -0.0301 0.1457

West 1 -0.0212 0.2302 -0.0524 0.3317 -0.0396 0.7274

West 2 -0.0559 0.3675 -0.0542 0.3576 -0.0472 0.1770

West 3 -0.0694 0.0633 -0.0633 0.0291 -0.0143 0.2447

Table 1: Minimum and maximum values of correlation time series for feeling anxious, feeling
depressed, worried about finances between demographic regions

For all three variables across each period, the recorded minimum values were very299

weak negative correlations (all under -0.1), and the states could be considered to300

have no correlation within each region. The third period maximum values also301

all have weak positive correlation values (between 0.0291 to 0.2447) compared to302

the first and second period where most values are considered moderate to strong303

correlations (between 0.3576 to 0.5753). This excludes the worried about finances304

variable, which second period has a weak positive correlation (between 0.1232 to305

0.177) except for the South states (medium positive correlation, 0.4765)) where306

the sliding window plots show a gradual negative slope rather than clear waves307

(Figure 6 (c)). The outcomes for the largest minimum and maximum correla-308

tion values for the second period was the same for all three variables, with the309

minimum being the northeast, and the maximum being the south.310

Figure 7 and Table 2 shows the results of the eigenvector centrality values for all311

the mental health variables. The dynamic connectome plots using eigenvector312

centrality values shown in Figure 7 looks like the plots created by the correlation313

values in Figure 6. Although, Figures 7 (a) and (b) is less smooth, we see a314

similar shape and peak for the feeling anxious and feeling depressed variables.315

Following an initial decrease during the first period, both graphs show a sudden316
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peak in the second period which plateaus and remains stable during the third317

period. This is a pattern also seen in Figure 6. Similarly, the worried about318

finances plot (Figure 7 (c)) also decreases sharply during the first period and319

does not fluctuate in the following periods, resembling the shape of Figure 6 (c).320

Regions Wave Anxious Anxious Depressed Depressed Finance Finance
Min Max Min Max Min Max

Midwest 1 0.1014 0.7760 0.1446 0.8178 0.1654 0.9493

Midwest 2 0.2104 0.7737 0.1273 0.7464 0.2076 0.4684

Midwest 3 0.1345 0.4932 0.2303 0.5749 0.1148 0.5763

North East 1 0.1111 0.7954 0.3198 0.8142 0.2076 0.8642

North East 2 0.1128 0.7650 0.1445 0.7820 0.1613 0.6512

North East 3 0.1557 0.5786 0.1622 0.6298 0.1871 0.5992

South 1 0.1966 0.7666 0.1523 0.6981 0.1617 0.9465

South 2 0.1141 0.8252 0.2042 0.7711 0.0791 0.7831

South 3 0.1344 0.4915 0.1982 0.4606 0.1799 0.5155

West 1 0.1340 0.6420 0.1863 0.7038 0.1804 0.8739

West 2 0.1778 0.7232 0.2450 0.6793 0.1360 0.5625

West 3 0.2715 0.4480 0.1966 0.4882 0.1225 0.6512

Table 2: Minimum and maximum values of eigenvector centrality time series for feeling
anxious, feeling depressed, worried about finances between demographic regions

From Table 2, we observed that during the first period for the feeling anxious vari-321

able, the northeast had the highest maximum value (0.7954) while the midwest322

had the smallest minimum eigenvector centrality value (0.1014). The minimum323

and maximum values during the second period were recorded in the northeast324

and South (0.1128 and 0.8252, respectively). This position flips during the third325

period, where the South now has the lowest minimum value (0.1344) and the326

Northeast has the largest maximum (0.5786).327

For the dynamic connectome results of the feeling depressed variable, only two328

regions are recorded for the largest maximum and lowest minimum eigenvector329

centrality values. The midwest has the smallest minimum value for the first and330

second period (0.1446 and 0.1273, respectively) and the maximum value for the331

first period (0.8178). The second region was the northeast, seen with the largest332

maximum values in the second (0.7820) and third (0.6298) periods, as well as the333

minimum value (0.1622) in the third period.334

The maximum and minimum regions for the first period of the worried about335

finances variable showed the south as the minimum (0.1617) and the midwest with336

the maximum (0.9493) for the eigenvector centrality results. In the second period,337

the south is recorded for both the lowest minimum and maximum values (0.0791338

and 0.7831, respectively), and the midwest and west states had the minimum339

(0.1148) and maximum (0.6512) values for the third period, respectively.340
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Figure 7: Average eigenvector centrality for states in midwest, northeast, south, and west regions
between 4/3/2021 to 1/10/2022 for (a) feeling anxious, (b) feeling depressed, and (c) worried about
finances variables. The vertical blue dot-dash lines indicate the start and end of the epidemic waves
observed in Figure 1 and the horizontal dash lines indicate the width of the waves.
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Unlike the correlation values, there are not many similarities across the three341

variables’ eigenvector centrality values. We observed the south recorded for the342

maximum variable in the second period for both the feeling anxious and worried343

about finances variables. However, this is not reflected in feeling depressed. When344

looking at maximum and minimum eigenvector centrality values, the midwest345

and northeast show up the most frequently, especially for the feeling anxious and346

depressed variables. The south is seen for both the feeling anxious and worried347

about finances, while the West is only recorded once for worried about finances.348

Political dynamic connectome349

The dynamic connectome for political party preferences of the states was con-350

ducted using sliding window analysis with snapshots of overlapping time windows351

of 30, resulting in correlation plots (see Figure 8) and eigenvector centrality val-352

ues plots (see Figure 9). The maximum and minimum values for both data types353

are summarized in Tables 3 and 4.354

In Figure 8 (a) there is a difference between Democratic and Republican states355

at around 30 to 80 days, where the correlation increases for Democratic states,356

but not as much for Republican states. It should also be mentioned that the357

correlation value at the start of the plot is higher in the democratic states com-358

pared to the Republican states. Like the regional dynamic connectome plots for359

demographic regions, Figure 8 (c) shows a negative slope with a lower plateau360

by the second period, while Figure 8 (a) and Figure 8 (b) start with a negative361

slope in the first period, have a peak in the second period and a lower plateau in362

the third.363

Similar to the regional dynamic connectome of the geographic regions, the max-364

imum values recorded during the third period are the lowest within the periods365

for all three variables. The minimum values are also extremely small numbers366

close to 0 (within -0.0111 to -0.0316), indicating negligible correlation. Across all367

three variables, the only consistent outcome was having the highest maximum368

correlation value in republican states during the second period.369

From to Table 3, we observed that the lowest minimum and largest maximum370

correlation values (-0.0196 and 0.3994) for the first period in the feeling anx-371

ious variable was recorded for the Democratic states. During the second period,372

the minimum correlation value (-0.0316) remained in the Democratic states; the373

highest maximum correlation value (0.4394) was among the Republican states.374

In the third period, these positions are flipped, where the largest minimum value375

(-0.0181) was among the Republican states and the maximum within the Demo-376

cratic states (0.0991).377

For feeling depressed variable, the Republican states has the largest minimum378

correlation value across all three periods (-0.0277, -0.0293, and -0.0277). The379
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Figure 8: Average correlation within Democratic and Republican states between 4/3/2021 to
1/10/2022 for (a) feeling anxious, (b) feeling depressed, and (c) worried about finances variables.
The vertical blue dot-dash lines indicate the start and end of the epidemic waves observed in Figure
1 and the horizontal dash lines indicate the width of the waves.
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largest maximum correlation for the first and third period are seen in the Demo-380

cratic states (0.3365, and 0.0663), while the largest maximum correlation value381

was observed in the republican states for the second period (0.4507).382

In the worried about finances variable, all minimum and maximum correlation383

values are largest among the Republican states. The largest minimum values384

for the three time period are (-0.0199, -0.0085, and -0.0077), and the largest385

maximum correlation values are (0.8104, 0.1735, and 0.1764).386

Parties Wave Anxious Anxious Depressed Depressed Finance Finance

Min Max Min Max Min Max

Democratic 1 -0.0196 0.3994 -0.0151 0.3365 -0.0061 0.7423

Democratic 2 -0.0316 0.4007 -0.0217 0.3284 -0.0081 0.1117

Democratic 3 -0.0111 0.0991 -0.0258 0.0663 -0.0077 0.0770

Republican 1 -0.0145 0.2358 -0.0277 0.2810 -0.0199 0.8104

Republican 2 -0.0196 0.4394 -0.0293 0.4507 -0.0085 0.1735

Republican 3 -0.0181 0.0787 -0.0277 0.0301 0.0077 0.1764

Table 3: Minimum and maximum values of correlation time series for feeling anxious, feeling
depressed, worried about finances between political parties

Figure 9 and Table 4 shows the results of the eigenvector centrality values for all387

three mental health variables. Looking at the minimum and maximum values for388

the eigenvector centrality for the feeling anxious variable in Table 4 we observed389

that the Republican states had the minimum value (0.0804) during the first390

wave, while Democratic states had the maximum eigenvector centrality values391

(0.6633). In the second wave, the minimum and maximum values (0.1764 and392

0.7153) were recorded for the Republican states. In the third wave, the minimum393

and maximum eigenvector centrality values (0.1810 and 0.4663) were seen within394

the Democratic states.395

When observing the eigenvector centrality values for the feeling depressed vari-396

able, the lowest minimum and largest maximum values have the similar party397

outcome as the eigenvector centrality values for the feeling anxious variable; Re-398

publican states had the minimum values in the first and second period (0.1624399

and 0.1173) and Democratic states (0.1176) in the third time period. A simi-400

lar party outcome as feeling anxious was observed for the maximum eigenvector401

centrality values, namely Democratic states in the first and third period (0.6597402

and 0.4621) and Republican in the second time period (0.7237).403

In the political dynamic connectome results for worried about finances, all the404

lowest minimum and largest maximum eigenvector centrality values are among405

the Republican states. The lowest minimum values for the three time period406

are (0.1684, 0.1437 and 0.1490), and the largest maximum eigenvector centrality407

values are (0.9139, 0.5652 and 0.5483). Across the eigenvector centrality values408
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Figure 9: Average eigenvalue centrality for Democratic and Republican states between 4/3/2021
to 1/10/2022 for (a) feeling anxious, (b) feeling depressed, and (c) worried about finances variables.
The vertical blue dot-dash lines indicate the start and end of the epidemic waves observed in Figure
1 and the horizontal dash lines indicate the width of the waves.
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for all three variables, the Republican states consistently recorded the highest409

maximum values during the second period.410

Parties Range Anxious Anxious Depressed Depressed Finance Finance
Min Max Min Max Min Max

Democratic 1 0.1539 0.6633 0.2133 0.6597 0.2062 0.8785

Democratic 2 0.1781 0.6905 0.1651 0.6492 0.1448 0.5127

Democratic 3 0.1810 0.4663 0.1176 0.4621 0.1585 0.4794

Republican 1 0.0804 0.5932 0.1624 0.6461 0.1684 0.9139

Republican 2 0.1764 0.7153 0.1173 0.7237 0.1437 0.5652

Republican 3 0.2116 0.4143 0.1931 0.3836 0.1490 0.5483

Table 4: Minimum and maximum values of eigenvalue centrality time series for feeling anx-
ious, feeling depressed, and worried about finances between political parties

4 Discussion411

In this study, we applied clustering analysis from network theory to understand412

the connectivity and similarities between states and the impacts of COVID-19413

on mental health across the country using COVID-19 related mental health in-414

dicators such as worried about finances, feeling depressed, and feeling anxious.415

We framed our results in terms of three time periods of three COVID-19 waves416

identified between March 2nd, 2021 to January 10th, 2022 using daily COVID-19417

related cases, deaths, and hospitalizations (see Figure 1).418

At the beginning of the pandemic several policies were put in place to curtail419

the outbreak; and several mandates were enacted to alleviate the public’s burden420

of the pandemic, see Section 2.1 for a list of some of the implemented policies421

and mandates. To understand the trends in people’s mental health during the422

pandemic we now investigate the possible effects of government policies and man-423

dates from March 3rd, 2021 to January 10th, 2022. To assess the impact of these424

policies and mandates on people’s mental health, we evaluated how correlation425

values (from the regional and political dynamic connectomes) for each variable426

changed during the initial 30 days after a policy was implemented, and relate427

this change to the average reported percentages for the correlating mental health428

corresponding indicator. This allowed us to see if a higher correlation was indica-429

tive of an increasing or decreasing percentage of people experiencing the mental430

health indicators of interest. We used consensus clustering to group similar states431

together and dynamic connectome computed via sliding window analysis to cre-432

ate a time series of their relationship. The consensus clustering using the three433

mental health indicators shows correlation between the states. We discuss the434

outcome in detail below.435
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Correlation in the south region436

In the consensus clustering map shown in Figure 4, a noticeable clustering that437

resembled the south geographical region grouping shown in Figure 2 (a) can be438

observed for both the feeling anxious and worried about finances indicators. This439

similarity was also observed for the Republican party preference, as majority of440

the southern states are also Republican states, see Figure 2 (b).441

We expected that the dynamic connectodome time series obtained from the slid-442

ing window analysis would lead to a high correlation within the states in the443

south. This is based on consensus clustering results showing many of the states444

within the south exhibiting similar mental health trends for both feelings of anx-445

iety and worried about finances (see Figure 4). Thus, looking at the largest446

maximum and smallest minimum outcomes across the three periods (obtained447

from the three COVID-19 waves) for both geographical region and political party448

preference, we see that the south and Republican states consistently have the449

largest maximum value in the second period or wave between 100 and 200 days450

for the regional and political dynamic connectodome time series in Figures 6 and451

8), respectively. This pattern is seen in both correlation and eigenvector central-452

ity values when looking solely at the feeling anxious and worried about finances453

variable. Interestingly, only the consensus clustering map for feeling depressed454

lacked any distinct geographical or political clustering.455

Policy impact on feeling anxious and depressed456

In Figures 6 and 8), we see that both feeling anxious and depressed variables have457

a similar wave pattern across the regional and political dynamic connectodome,458

they have several peaks in the first period, a single peak with high correlation459

during the second period, and a low plateau in the third. One difference between460

the two variables are the peaks around day 40 to 80 during the first period in461

average correlation especially for midwestern, northeastern (Figure 6 (a)), and462

Democratic states (Figure 8 (a)). The peaks for feeling anxious during this period463

is not as prominent as the peaks in the feeling depressed plots. These peaks shows464

an average 1.5% decrease in the midwest states reporting feelings of anxiety, a465

2% decrease in the northeast, and a 2% decrease in Democratic states. Although466

the west also has these peaks, the correlation value is only weakly positive (0.21)467

compared to the midwest and the northeast (0.44 and 0.45, respectively) The468

presence of these peaks across the feeling anxious and feeling depressed variables469

during this time for the northeast and midwest may reflect the impact of policy470

changes on mental health indicators.471

There were two policies introduced within 30 days prior to the start of these peaks472

seen between days 40 and 80. The first was a policy on April 19th (19th day473

mark) that guaranteed all adult Americans are eligible for COVID-19 vaccine,474

and the second a CDC guidance update on masking made on May 13, the 43rd475
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day mark. In their guidance, the CDC retracted their recommendation for fully476

vaccinated individuals to wear masks indoors or outdoors.477

The introduction of a policy that would assist people in getting vaccinated and478

protecting themselves during the pandemic can reasonably be understood to work479

towards a decrease in reported percentages of anxiety and depression. The sec-480

ond policy however, is more ambiguous. While on one hand, individuals can481

consider this relaxing of guidance to indicate a decrease in severity and danger482

of the COVID-19 pandemic, others may see this as a premature decision and483

worry about the potential outcomes of making this announcement. Seeing how484

the states with an increased correlation all showed a decrease in feeling anxious485

and depressed indicators, it seems like these policies may have played a part in486

reducing anxiety and depression within the country, especially in the northeast487

and midwest regions. In addition to the policies, Figures 1 and 10 show how there488

had been an uptick in average COVID-19 cases, deaths and hospitalizations in489

democratic and northeastern states, which started to decrease around May to490

July of 2021. This timing aligned with the increase in political dynamic con-491

nectome correlation values for the feeling anxious and depressed variables, and492

a decrease in their corresponding indicator values. The decrease in COVID-19493

related cases, deaths, and hospitalizations may have worked in synchrony with494

the policies mentioned above to alleviate people’s worries about COVID-19.495

In addition to the peaks during the first period between days 40 to 80, the midwest496

also has another peak within this period for the feeling anxious connectome plots497

(Figure 6 (a)) with an initial weak correlation of 0.2. However, the feeling anxious498

indicator decreased in the first 12 days following the first window, resulting in499

increase in correlation value (medium positive correlation, 0.45). This increase500

is within 30 days of Biden signing a coronavirus relief bill, and it is possible that501

this government decision contributed to the decreasing feelings of anxiety among502

people in the midwest. A similar pattern is also seen for the feeling depressed503

indicator, where the correlation value increases over the first 14 days then sharply504

decreases. Like the feeling anxious variable, this fluctuation is within 30 days505

of the government decision, and is characterized by a decrease in the feeling506

depressed indicator across states within the midwest. This change in value tapers507

off, and is reflected by the decreasing correlation value on the graph.508

In Figure 6 (b), the northeast also shows an increasing correlation in the feeling509

depressed variable over the first 21 days, reaching a medium positive correlation510

of 0.51 before decreasing. However, during the first 30 days (March 3rd to April511

1st, 2021), the feeling depressed indicator increased, before slowly decreasing512

over the 21 days. The initial increase contradicts what we expected to see, as the513

introduction of the relief package should help alleviate financial and emotional514

stress. However, this lag in response may possibly be explained when considering515

that feelings of depression often take time to appear. Thus, it is understandable516
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how the states in the northeast took longer to report a decrease in feelings of517

depression.518

The most significant changes in the regional and political dynamic connectodome519

for feeling anxious and depressed variables happened during the second period,520

when regions and political parties peaked between the 110 and 165 day mark.521

During this time period, all regions and political parties experienced an increase522

in the feeling anxious and depressed indicators. Overall, the change in percentage523

was higher for feeling anxious compared to feeling depressed. Now compare this524

to the mental feeling anxious and depressed indicators, we see that the midwest525

had a 3% increase in reported feelings of anxiety, northeast had a 2.5% increase,526

west a 3% increase, and both Democratic and Republican states had 4% increase.527

The largest increase of 4.5% was seen in the southern states. For the percentage528

of individuals with feelings of depression, we see 1% increased in both midwest529

and the northeast, a 1.6% increase in the south, a 1.5% increase within the west,530

and a 1.7% increase among Democratic states. The highest increase of 1.8% was531

observed among Republican states. These increase in correlation begins roughly532

15 days after the CDC announced that more than 50% of all COVID-19 cases533

were due to the Delta variant on July 3rd. While this announcement may not534

have directly resulted in the increase in value for feeling anxious and depressed535

indicators, we cannot over look how this announcement and correlation increase536

overlapped at essentially the same time as the increase we see in COVID-19 cases537

in Figures 1 and 10.538

Keeping this CDC announcement in mind, we can conclude that the emergence539

of the Delta variant is a likely contributor to the sudden increase in feelings of540

anxiety and depression. As most nation-wide mandates had expired, it is likely541

that each state had to respond to the increase in COVID-19 cases individually,542

resulting in some states and regions being hit harder than others. In Figures 1543

and 10 we see how the number of cases and deaths is much higher in the South and544

republican states. Assuming negative COVID-19 outcomes such as an increase545

in cases and deaths negatively impacts mental health, we would expect to see546

the hardest hit regions to also exhibit the largest increases in feeling anxious and547

depressed indicators. As expected, we found the south and the Republican states548

showed the largest percentage increase in mental health indicator values during549

the second period when the Delta variant began spreading.550

Policy impact on worries about finances551

The regional and political dynamic connectome for the worried about finances552

variable decreased rapidly within the first 50 days, and maintained a lower plateau553

for the remainder of the periods, as seen in Figures 6 (c) and 8 (c). This is in554

contrast to the feeling anxious and feeling depressed variables which consistently555

showed a notable increase in correlation between 100 and 200 days in the dynamic556

connectome time series plot. The initial high correlation (all above 0.7 except557
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for the northeast with 0.45) at day 0 for both geographic regional and political558

party preferences is indicative of how the first 30 days in the dynamic connectome559

showed the biggest collective trend among states. Looking at the reported values,560

the worried about finances indicator decreases rapidly across the regions and561

party preferences, during the first 30 days (from March 3rd to April 1st of 2021).562

Decreasing approximately 6% in the midwest, 3% for the northeast, 6% in the563

South, 5% in the West, 4% for Democratic states, and 6% for Republican states.564

The high correlation value reflects how all the states showed a decrease in the565

worried about finances indicator during the first few days of the data. Given the566

plateau following the initial negative slope, it can be assumed that the states567

went on to exhibit their own trends, and this interstate-level difference resulted568

in little to no correlation (0.2 and under, except for the south).569

Following these decrease, the remaining data points for most states fluctuate570

within 2 to 3 percent at a slower rate post 30 day value. The initial decrease571

in the first period is the only change we see in the data, with the exception of572

the southern states that has a medium correlation peak (0.47) around the 110 -573

135 day marks (Figure 6 (c)) showing an increase in the worried about finances574

indicator within the south. This uptick was also observed in the midwest and575

Republican states, albeit at a smaller increase, barely reaching a fairly weak576

positive correlation of 0.2.577

The decrease in individuals’ worries about finances may be explained by the578

different policies relating to individual’s finances. As listed in Section 2.1, on579

March 11, 2021 Biden signed a coronavirus relief package which extended un-580

employment compensation and included a third stimulus check. However, while581

this event happened during the first 30 days of the collected survey responses, the582

data was already exhibiting a downward trend. It is likely that there are other583

external factors playing into this decrease; understanding how this policy may584

have impacted financial worries would require analysis on earlier time-points.585

Another possible explanation for the decreasing trend in financial worries may586

be an improvement in the employment rate. Compared with a peak civilian un-587

employment rate of 14.7% in April of 2020 ([27]), the unemployment rate was588

6% during March and April of 2021, steadily decreasing to 4% by January of589

2022, which marked the end of this study’s timeline. However, if all states had590

experienced a decreasing worry relating to finances, we should expect to see a591

higher correlation if worries continued to decrease.592

Additional policies introduced later on such as a tax credit to decrease the bur-593

den of paid-leave on small businesses and non-profit organizations did not show594

any increase in correlation. It may be that by the end of the first period, rather595

than nation-wide policies, state-level government policies had more influence on596

the mental health of residents, and the direction each state took was not nec-597

essarily related to or dictated based on geographical regions or political party598
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preference. We hypothesized that policies impacting a large number of people,599

such as eviction moratoriums and unemployment benefits ending would result in600

an increase in correlation values across all groups and states, however the average601

correlations in both the second and third period remain stable 30 days after these602

policies are implemented.603

Another possibility arises when considering the slight peak shown by the south604

during the second period. The 110 day mark (July 20th, 2021) is only 13 days605

after the CDC announced the COVID-19 Delta variant as responsible for over606

50% of all COVID-19 cases. In the same line, we see a larger spike in COVID-19607

cases for both the south and Republican states in late July (Figures 1 and 10). It608

could be possible that states most heavily impacted with COVID-19 took similar609

methods to address the Delta variant, resulting in a brief increase in correlation610

among the south.611

Comparison with Fulk et. al [10] results612

Fulk et. al [10] investigated the effect that several variables related to the COVID-613

19 pandemic had on anxiety and depression in the general population during the614

same time period as this study. They presented their findings in a bidirectional615

format and found that variables directly related to COVID-19 (i.e. COVID-19616

incidence and death) had a significant positive effect on anxiety and depres-617

sion in several states. In our study, we found that the correlation in anxiety618

and depression between states increased dramatically in the second time period.619

This coincided with the rise of the Delta variant of SARS-CoV-2, which had620

significantly increased transmissibility compared to previously dominant strains621

of SARS-CoV-2. One advantage of using sliding window and clustering analyses622

over the bidirectional approach taken in [10] is that we are able to see greater623

variability through time and across the country. Figures 1, 2, 5, and 6 in [10] show624

that an increase in the incidence of COVID-19 led to an increase in the percent-625

age of individuals that reported feeling anxious/depressed in a large number of626

states. We can make similar conclusions based on the results in Figure 3 (a) and627

(b) in conjunction with Figure 4 (a) and (b). Further, we can see which states628

were behaving similarly (e.g. the south cluster) in their correlation over the en-629

tire period of the analysis and we don’t have to rely solely on significant results630

to draw our conclusions. An additional insight that the results of [10] pertains631

to why certain states are commonly clustered together. For example, Florida632

and Texas were significant in several of the analyses of the effect of COVID-19633

incidence on anxiety and depression, which may indicate that their populations634

were responding similarly to the growing pandemic and thus explains why they635

are grouped together with respect to each of the variables evaluated in our study.636

The variables related to social isolation in [10] were less informative to our study637

and seemed to vary significantly more compared to variables related to COVID-638

19. This may indicate that the trends seen in our indicators were impacted more639

by COVID-19 related issues than social isolation.640
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Conclusion641

Numerous studies have observed an increase in negative mental health conditions642

across the United States in parallel with the emergence of COVID-19 [9, 10,643

12, 21]. Increase in COVID-19 incidence and deaths has been implicated in644

increased feelings of anxiety and depression across multiple states [10]. In this645

work, we applied network and clustering analysis to study the connectivity and646

similarities between states and how COVID-19 impacts mental health across647

the country using the “mental health functional connectome” obtained from the648

covariance matrix of mental health indicators, namely worried about finances,649

feeling anxious and feeling depressed. We summarize our findings below:650

(i) The southern states and Republican party showed similar trends for feeling651

anxious and worried about finances indicators between March 3rd, 2021 and652

January 10th, 2022.653

(ii) The mental health indicator for feeling depressed showed no identifiable654

communities resembling geographical regions or political party affiliation.655

(iii) The highest correlation values for the feeling anxious and feeling depressed656

variable seemingly overlapping with an increase in COVID-19 related cases,657

deaths, hospitalizations, and rapid spread of the COVID-19 Delta variant.658

Future steps and limitations659

Results from this study showed a decrease in worries about finances variable660

across the country in the correlation among states and political affiliation; con-661

ducting further research using more survey data, particularly from dates earlier662

than March 3rd, 2021 may provide further insight into possible reasons for the663

decrease.664

Anxiety can be fueled by sources such as media exposure and negative experiences665

with COVID-19; however, the government and state response to increasing cases666

may also alleviate or exacerbate feelings of anxiety. Since the data collected667

for this time-frame began in the early half of 2021, most lockdown measures668

had ended, and organizations such as the CDC were consistently issuing and669

updating health mandates and guidance information. In addition to national670

government responses, some states were actively loosening restrictions compared671

to others that maintained some level of safety measures to combat the appearance672

of COVID-19 variants. Whether participants felt safe or worry in response to673

loosening restrictions in that state could influence how they responded on the674

survey, affecting how a state related to other regions, and are a potential area675

for future research. Previous studies have identified certain protective factors676

against symptoms of anxiety, including old age, higher education, being male,677

and a good economic situation [15]. Comparing these factors with the map678

distribution for anxiety, such as the average level of education attained in each679

state, could provide more insight as well.680
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Given how close certain policies were implemented, such as the expiration of an681

eviction moratorium as well as unemployment benefits happening within 11 days682

of each other, it is difficult to speculate how a given policy may have impacted a683

mental health indicator. It also fully possible that the impact a policy could have684

on a variable - if any - arose due to the anticipation of a policy being introduced or685

a mandate being lifted rather than after it is implemented. Since we observed any686

correlation fluctuation 30 days after a policy was introduced rather than before,687

we have not taken anticipatory effects into consideration. In addition, by using688

a 30 day window, our sliding window analysis may have become less sensitive689

to short-term changes in correlation, as the values would need to collectively690

increase or decrease for a longer span of time in order to be picked up by the691

analysis.692

Sliding window analysis requires the researchers to balance parameters such as693

window size prior to conducting the analysis. However, as there is no established694

standard for setting a window size, it is up to each researcher to choose a param-695

eter that best fits their research question and intentions resulting in ambiguity.696

Incorporating different methods of centrality and network analysis would allow697

for more insight, stability and interpretation on the changes in values over time,698

which the sliding window analysis and eigenvector centrality values may not fully699

provide.700

Another limitation observed in this study is the difficulty of interpreting the701

feelings of depression variable. This mental health indicator is difficult to measure702

due to the long-term nature of depression, as well as the overlapping effects703

certain policy changes may have on the mental health indicators of interest.704

Unlike anxiety and worries about finances, depressive symptoms may take much705

longer to manifest themselves in any person, making it difficult to determine what706

policies impacted this indicator. Any singular policy change may also affect a707

multitude of mental health indicators, and the extent of which each indicator is708

affected cannot readily be analyzed.709
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A Political: Cases, deaths, and hospitalization849

data850

The daily COVID-19 related cases, deaths, and hospitalizations were grouped851

based on each state’s political siding showing waves in the spread of COVID-19.852
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Figure 10: Daily COVID-19 (a) cases, (b) reported deaths, and (c) hospitalization cases between
state political preference.
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B Political: Mental health data853

The survey results on the mental health indicators based on political preference.854
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Figure 11: Percentage of individuals (a) feeling anxious, (b) feeling depressed, and (c) worried
about finances between state political preference.
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